SOLUTION CARD

CK Classroom and Wellbeing

Classroom Management Software with Robust Internet Safety for Schools
KEY FEATURES:
Live Screen Monitoring
Teacher URL Templates
Secure 1 on 1 Communication
Disable Internet Access
Remote Device Locking
Logging and Reporting

KEY BENEFITS:
Multi-Platform Support
Ensure Safe Online Learning
Improve Student Achievement
Keep Students on Task
Support Hybrid/Remote Learning
Enable Equitable Learning

Keep Students on Task and Safe Online
The Internet is full of distractions and potential harmful activities. ContentKeeper
Classroom and Wellbeing (powered by Impero), our cloud-based classroom management
solution, allows teachers to maintain classroom control and keep students safe and on
task. Teachers can easily identify students who are off task and remove online distractions
with real-time monitoring and restricted browsing functionality.
As students spend more time online for learning, the possibility for online harm increases.
ContentKeeper provides an additional level of Internet safety for schools with powerful
keyword detection tools to capture, record and identify early warning signs of harmful
online activity.

Deliver Digital Learning Everywhere
CK Classroom and Wellbeing supports all major platforms including iPads, Windows,
Chromebooks, and Mac devices. The advanced classroom management system works
wherever your students are, supporting remote and hybrid learning to ensure the
continuity of education.

Support Every Learner
With real-time visibility of student activity, ContentKeeper Classroom and Wellbeing
allows teachers and support staff to identify students who are struggling with learning
activities, discreetly message with them and help them get back on task.

Identify Vulnerable Students
ContentKeeper’s keyword library index contains thousands of keywords to identify
students accessing potential harmful online content such as self-harm, mental and
physical health, bullying, or other sensitive topics on their devices.
CK Classroom and Wellbeing detects these keywords in real-time, capturing them for
review by the student’s teacher or school counselor. With our contextual search
intelligence, staff members can analyze keywords for potential harmful behavior and
immediately intervene if necessary.

Student Quick View
Staff can highlight and prioritize students of concern and view a full chronology of every
student’s safety history. The permissions-based system keeps records secure and allows
authorized staff to export reports for referrals. ContentKeeper’s Classroom and Wellbeing
provides visual reporting to ensure staff have full visibility of contextual data, student
characteristics and trends across all high-level concern categories.
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